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To sum it up

How to Get SEO Clients: 

Proven Strategies and Tips

Title

Include a target keyword.


Mention the target audience, proposed 
solution, and result.


Include a number if possible.


Use signal words: how to, guide, tutorial, 
step-by-step, etc.

Text body

H2: What is [concept]? (optional)


H2: Step #1


H2: Step #2

H2: What is [concept]?


H2: How does [concept] work?


H2: What are the [concept] types?


H2: What are the common mistakes 
associated with [concept]?

Add a visual aid to help you explain 
complicated things and make the text 
more digestible.


Add CTA to nudge your visitors into 
taking action on your site.

H2: Step #3

H3: Substep #1

H3: Substep #2

Option 1: Step-by-step guide

Option 2: Ultimate guide

Tips:

Conclusion

Share your thoughts on the concept 
described.


Write a brief summary of what was said  
in the article. You can do it in the form  
of a numbered/bullet list.


Invite readers to share their thoughts  
in the comments for better engagement.

#1  Guide Template

1. Make your website’s content bring traffic

2. Check places where your clients ask for help

Introduction

Make it brief.


Bring up the problem and how your 
article will help solve it.


Mention your target audience for more 
engagement.


Include a keyword phrase.



Top 5 SEO Mistakes 

to Avoid in 2022

Title

Include your target keyword.


Specify the number of items.


Mention the year/month to show off 
timeliness (relevance).


Use signal words: top, best, list, 
compilation, etc.

Text body

H2: Optional subheading needed  
to develop a topic


H2: Item 1

Maintain consistency across all points.


Use visual aids to make your text 
readable.


Add a CTA where appropriate.


Place links to each item if applicable.


If you/your product is on the list, place 
yourself at the beginning of it and prove 
you are #1.

H2: Item 2

Overview

Details

Tips:

Overview

Details

H2: Item 3

Overview

Details

Conclusion

Write concluding words.


Invite users to add more points to your 
list in the comments

#2  Listicle Template

Mistake #1 No SEO content strategy

Mistake #2 Outdated SEO techniques

Introduction

Write a short introduction.


Include a keyword.



Final thoughts

SEO Case Study: 

320% Traffic Growth in 24 Months

Title

Add numbers that denote the result and a 
timeframe the result was achieved.


Use the words Case Study to make the 
context clear for readers.


Include a keyword.

Text body

H2: Optional TL;DR part: client’s name/
industry and your entry point, the 
product/service used, and quick result 
stats.


H2: Who is the object (customer)?


H2: What are their problems and goals?


H2: What is the solution found? How did 
you help your customer?

H2: What are the results? (in detail)

Add quotes and comments of your case 
study subject to make it credible.


Use screenshots and infographics for  
a better user experience

H3: Step 1 and the benefits it 
brought

H3: Step 2 and the benefits it 
brought

H3: Step 3 and the benefits it 
brought


Tips:

Conclusion

Write a quick summary of the text.


Give advice to those who face similar 
issues.


Use CTA to encourage readers to  
buy/use your product or service.

#3  Case Study Template

Project data

Project goals & challenges

Campaign strategy

Introduction

Specify the exact problem that existed.


Tell users how you decided to cope with 
the problem.


Share your results in one sentence.


Include a keyword



Summary…Rank Tracker Review

Rank Tracker Review 2022 

– Details, Pricing, and Features

Title

Use the “an object + the word review” 
scheme.


Add a question, a conclusion, or 
enumerate features you will expand on.


Include a keyword.

Text body

H2: What is the product and why people 
might need it


H2: Feature 1, e.g. ease of use


H2: Feature 2, e.g. technical 
characteristics


H2: Feature 3, e.g. pricing

Write TL;DR at the beginning if your 
review is too detailed and long.


Combine reviews with affiliate 
marketing to get a commission.


Use screenshots to prove you really 
used the product and to explain how 
you did that.


Add rating stars for illustrative 
purposes. Include them in the TL;DR or in 
the conclusion.

Tips:

Conclusion

Deliver the verdict.


Draw the bottom line of whether you 
would recommend the product or 
service.


Include a pros and cons table to 
summarize your experience.

#4  Product Review Template

TL;DR 4.6

What is Rank Tracker Tool?

Keywords Tracking

Keyword Rank Historical Data

Keyword Map

Introduction

Describe why and for how long you’ve 
been using a service or product.


Tell readers what features you are going 
to expand on in your review.


Include a keyword.

Schedule Keyword tasks to 
run automatically on a 
selected date and get 
notified of any changes via 
email.


Track unlimited keyword 
tracking data

Pros

Requires a learning curve


Desktop-based keyword 
software.

CONS



What Is a Content Audit Title

Start with the What is phrase or just leave 
the key concept as it is


Make it more clear by adding the aspects 
you are going to disclose (Definition, 
Examples, Pros and Cons, Symptoms).


Include a keyword.

Text body

H2: what [key concept] is


H2: where and when [key concept] is 
used


H2: some related tips.

Don’t make it a long read.


Include links to related articles and 
landing pages.


Instead of explaining each term over 
and over again in your articles, you can 
provide links to these definitions

Tips:

Conclusion

Sum up the important information given 
in a text


Add a CTA.

#6  Glossary Post Template

What Is a Content Audit?

What Happens During a Content Audit?

How You’ll Benefit From a Content Audit

Introduction

Go for a short intro that tells users what 
aspects you are going to disclose.


Include a keyword.

To sum it up

Conclusion

iPhone or Samsung: 

Which smartphone should you 
choose in 2022?

Title

A vs. B: Question (who is the winner, who 
does [action] better, etc.).


Include a keyword.

Text body

Feature 1

Add comparison charts to make 
information more understandable and 
easily perceived.


Include rating stars. Add them to the 
TL;DR or to the conclusion.

Product 1

Product 2

Option 1

Tips:

Feature 2

Product 1

Product 2

Feature 3

Product 1

Product 2

Product 1

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3

Option 2

Product 2

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3

Product 1:  
why it’s better

Feature 1

Feature 2

Option 3

Product 2:  
why it’s better

Feature 1

Feature 2

Conclusion

Recommend which product, service, or 
company is the best choice for a 
particular task, outcome, or budget


As an alternative, simply summarize all 
the pros and cons of both products

#5  Product Comparison Template

Catalog range and prices

Price-to-quality ratio (hardware)

User interface

Software

Introduction

Introduce both subjects of comparison.


Mention all the comparison points you 
are going to break down: size, color, 
price, etc.


Include a keyword.



What Is a Content Audit Title

Start with the What is phrase or just leave 
the key concept as it is


Make it more clear by adding the aspects 
you are going to disclose (Definition, 
Examples, Pros and Cons, Symptoms).


Include a keyword.

Text body

H2: what [key concept] is


H2: where and when [key concept] is 
used


H2: some related tips.

Don’t make it a long read.


Include links to related articles and 
landing pages.


Instead of explaining each term over 
and over again in your articles, you can 
provide links to these definitions

Tips:

Conclusion

Sum up the important information given 
in a text


Add a CTA.

#6  Glossary Post Template

What Is a Content Audit?

What Happens During a Content Audit?

How You’ll Benefit From a Content Audit

Introduction

Go for a short intro that tells users what 
aspects you are going to disclose.


Include a keyword.

To sum it up



SEO Career Path: 

12 Experts Share Their SEO Job Advice

Title

Include a keyword.

Add words like experts, doctors, engineers 
– any professionals related to your topic.

H2: Statement #1

H2: The 1st expert’s advice


H2: The 2nd expert’s advice


H2: The 3rd expert’s advice

Expert quote #1

Option 1

Option 2

H2: Statement #2

Expert quote #2


Contradicting expert quote #3

Text body

Provide different POVs on the question. 
Contradictory opinions are interesting 
to read.


Add photos and social media links for 
each expert

Tips:

Conclusion

Write a brief conclusion,


Push visitors to fill out the newsletter 
subscription form.

#7  Expert Roundup Template

What is SEO and should you choose it as your  
career path?

What do experts think about choosing  
an SEO career?

Ross Hudgens is the founder of , a content 
marketing agency. He has quit many jobs and made 

a decent career of making SEO his focus. You can follow 
him on .

Siege Media

Twitter

Julie Joyce owns the link-building company 
, is a columnist for Search Engine Watch and 

Search Engine Land, and is a founding member of the 
SEO Chicks.

Link Fish 
Media

A.J. Ghergich is Chief Digital Officer at . You can 
also connect with him on Twitter 

Brado
@seo

Introduction

Tell a bit about the subject matter.


Mention the experts that shared their 
knowledge specially for this article.


Include a keyword.



SEO PowerSuite New 

Pricing Policy We Reached [certain milestone]  

With [Reason]


New [Data] Tells Us [something 
interesting]


New partnership with [x] that will 

[make your life somehow better]

Title

Add a brand name.


Use the following patterns:

H3: Benefit #1

H3: Benefit #2



Text body

H2: Describe the news (not in many 
words - quite briefly)


H2: Tell how it will benefit users

Add a CTA to invite users to take action 
on your site: sign up for a newsletter, try 
a demo, contact customer support, etc.


Place social share buttons to encourage 
users to spread the news.


Pitch your news to reporters if you 
decide not to create separate press 
releases.

Tips:

H2: What are your future plans?

Conclusion

Draw a conclusion.


Ask readers to stay tuned.

#8 Company News Template

So, what will change?

Will you benefit from these changes?

Where does it all go?

Introduction

Briefly, tell users what you are going to 
disclose in the post


Engage users to read your post.



Try the new keyword grouping tool

New Rank Tracker’s 

Keyword Grouping Tool

Title

Make your title clear.


Add a brand name.


Use signal words new, introduce, meet, 
announce, etc.


Use the following patterns:

Introducing [product name]  
for [purpose]

Do [action] With Our New [feature]

Text body

H2: Details of a new feature


H2: How it will help exactly


H2: Instruction on how to use it

Use visuals to enhance your text. 
Include photos of a new product, GIFs of 
how the new feature works, and a short 
video explainer.


Add links to related news or other 
relevant articles within your blog.


Consider adding a link to a contact form 
that goes straight to your marketing 
team.


Provide testimonials from beta testers if 
there were such.

Tips:

Conclusion

Instead of a conclusion, write a CTA to try 
out this new feature.


Also, offer to contact customer support 
for troubleshooting or if any questions 
arise.

#9  Product Update Post Template

What's new in the keyword grouping tool?

The benefits of the new keyword grouping tool

How to use the new keyword grouping tool

Introduction

Write a couple of sentences about the 
problem that existed.


Tell them how you can now solve it with 
this or that new feature.


Tell users what you hope to accomplish 
with it.
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